The role of thermodynamics in deriving constitutive equations is unique, and various approaches have been developed in the last decades. In the present paper, the frameworks of Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT) and Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics with Internal Variables (NET-IV) are discussed and compared to each other on the basis of a particular problem of rarefied gases. In this comparison, both theoretical and experimental aspects are taken into account. Eventually, an experiment by Meyer and Sessler covering a wide range of pressures and frequencies is investigated. Here, concentrating on the scaling properties and the density dependence of parameters, the change of speed of sound in terms of frequency and pressure is recovered using NET-IV, and this fitting is compared to the results of Lebon and Cloot using EIT.
Introduction
The generalization of the classical constitutive equations for heat, mass, charge and momentum transport is a longlasting task in non-equilibrium thermodynamics. Many approaches evolved in this direction, which can be compatible with each other under various conditions. In this paper, particularly the frameworks of Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics (EIT) and Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics with Internal Variables (NET-IV) are compared in regard to modeling ultrasound propagation in rarefied gases. The earlier results of Lebon, Cloot, Jou et al. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] using EIT show not only possible extensions of the classical Navier-Stokes-Fourier (NSF) system but certain evaluation of experimental results as well. These experiments were performed by Meyer and Sessler [12] and are in agreement with other works of Rhodes, Greenspan, Sluijter et al. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , namely, a significant change in the speed of sound is observed for different frequencies and pressures, in particular, for different frequency-pressure ratios.
The approach of EIT takes the heat flux and the viscous pressure as additional independent variables in a generalized entropy density and entropy flux, and it complements the microscopic results with some aspects from higher-order kinetic theory, especially the expressions of transport coefficients, i.e., the viscosities, and the thermal conductivity. However, the derivation of constitutive equations is, in several aspects, similar to NET-IV: calculating the entropy production and solving the resulting inequality leads to the constitutive laws. As such, EIT is somewhere between the Rational Extended Thermodynamics (RET) where the mathematical structure of the macroscopic evolution equations for higher-order moments is taken Date: December 5, 2019. analogous to that arising from the microscopic kinetic theory, [18, 19] , and NET-IV which insists on purely phenomenological grounds.
The rarefied gas analysis using NET-IV has been developed only recently [20, 21] . In this framework, EIT occurs as a particular case of NET-IV when the internal variables are identified to be the dissipative currents. However, in NET-IV, there is the possibility to be phenomenological, and there are no constraints either for the coupling among different variables or for the transport coefficients [22] . As a result, it offers more degrees of freedom in the modeling task, and examples can be found in [21, 23, 24] where both heat conduction and rarefied gas experiments are discussed.
In the following, the paper presents the fundamental differences between the approaches of EIT and NET-IV (Section 2), and the respective resulting systems of generalized NSF equations. After concluding the theoretical results, a particular experiment on ultrasound propagation in rarefied gases is evaluated (Section 3), and the related modeling aspects will be summarized and discussed (Section 4).
Generalization of constitutive equations
In order to derive the classical NSF equations, the internal energy e and the mass density ρ are enough as variables of entropy density: s = s(e, ρ) together with the classical entropy flux J s = q/T with T being the absolute temperature and q standing for the heat flux. The required balance equations are the mass, momentum and energy, namely,
ρv + ∇ · P = 0,
ρė + ∇ · q = −P : ∇v,
respectively. Here, the upper dot represents the material time derivative, P is the pressure tensor and v is the local barycentric velocity, and the double dot stands for double contraction of the corresponding tensors. One can formulate the second law of thermodynamics as an inequality,
in which the entropy production σ s consists of a sum of products of thermodynamic forces and fluxes according to Onsager [25, 26] . As a solution of eq. (4), the Newton's law for fluids is obtained that connects the viscous pressure Π = P − pI (I is the identity tensor and p the static pressure) to the velocity gradient ∇v, i.e.,
where ν and η are the shear and volumetric viscosities, respectively, and the indices d and s are for distinguishing the deviatoric and spherical parts. The Curie principle ensures that the Fourier's law is not coupled to the pressure at the linear level of constitutive equations, that is,
with λ, the thermal conductivity forms separately from scalar and tensorial fluxes and forces. EIT proposes to extend the space of independent variables with dissipative fluxes such as the heat flux and the viscous pressure Π. Applying the classical entropy flux, it results in hyperbolic evolution equations, see Gyarmati [27, 28] for details. This is one way to derive the famous Maxwell-Cattaneo-Vernotte equation [29] [30] [31] which is applicable for second sound and introduces a sort of inertia of heat conduction. Introducing the viscous pressure instead of the heat flux as an independent variable, gives Meixner's theory [32, 33] of viscous relaxation. Working with NET-IV, all these results can be recovered as a special case when the internal variables [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] are identified as being these fluxes. Otherwise, it keeps the modeling on a more general level, and offers a system of coupled evolution equations but with more degrees of freedom.
The other difference between EIT and NET-IV emerges in the formulation of entropy flux. In EIT, J s is generalized using products of fluxes and gradients of fluxes that creates coupling between vectors and tensors in a natural way. Applying NET-IV, it can be achieved using the Nyíri (or current) multipliers [41, 42] which are known to be constitutive functions; however, with unspecified form. The entropy inequality yields it as a solution, too. In the present paper, only the relevant equations are presented which are used for rarefied gas modeling. [1] on sound propagation at high frequencies in rarefied gases, that was preceded by the analysis of Carrasi and Morro [43, 44] , the heat flux q and the traceless part of the viscous pressure Π d are introduced besides the internal energy and the mass density as state variables of the extended entropy density s, that is, s = s(e, ρ, q, Π d ). It is worth emphasizing that only the deviatoric part of the pressure is used and the spherical part is omitted in their analysis, because they assume dilute monatomic gases without internal degrees of freedom. The extended entropy current reads
EIT model for rarefied gases. Summarizing the work of Lebon and Cloot
where the first term is the classical one and the coefficients α n (n=1,2,3) are phenomenological ones. In the simplest version of EIT, one takes α 2 = α 3 = 0. Then calculating the entropy production σ s using eqs. (4) and (7), and solving the resulting inequality (σ s ≥ 0), the constitutive equations are
with ∆ being the Laplacian, and τ q and τ d are the corresponding relaxation times of q and Π d . Together with the corresponding balances (1)-(3), and the equations of state p = ρRT, e = cT,
(8) forms a closed system for T , ρ, v, q and Π d . It is important to note that using such an extended entropy current density, the resulting equations are parabolic due to the Laplacian terms on the right hand side in (8) . The Laplacian terms in (8) arise from the terms in α 2 and α 3 in (7), and they vanish for α 2 = α 3 = 0. Indeed, it may be shown that λ 3 and ν 3 are proportional to α 2 and α 3 , respectively. In order to preserve some compatibility with the kinetic theory, and to reduce the number of parameters appearing in equations (8) , the following relations among the unknown 8 coefficients are assumed to be valid [3] :
Note that these relations, arising from second-order approximation in the Grad approach to kinetic theory [3] , reduce the 8 independent coefficients in (8) to 2 independent coefficients, τ d and λ 3 . In the final discussion, we will further comment on this point. In the analysis of Lebon and Cloot, the two remaining parameters (λ 3 and τ d ) are to be fitted with experimental results. Interestingly, the ratio of relaxation times τ q and τ d is fixed in (10) , and all coefficients are represented using τ d except for λ 3 . This is not usual in the framework of RET.
NET-IV model for rarefied gases.
In contrast to the previous EIT model, the spherical part of the viscous pressure is also considered as a state variable, i.e., s = s(e, ρ, q, Π d , Π s ). This allows to deal with the influence of internal degrees of freedom, as rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom in diatomic molecules. Moreover, in order to achieve the coupling between the thermal and fluid equations, the entropy current density J s is generalized accordingly:
where b d and b s are the deviatoric and the spherical parts of the Nyíri-multiplier. This is called 'nonlocal generalization' of entropy density and its current density [21] . The resulting constitutive relations in one spatial dimension are
where α ab , β ab (a, b = 1, 2) are the coupling parameters and τ m (m = q, d, s) are the corresponding relaxation times. Its three dimensional derivation and for detailed calculation, see [20] . In summary, there are 7 parameters to be fit in eq. (12), the classical transport coefficients are considered to be known. Note that in (12) , the Laplacian terms ∆q and ∆Π d from (8) 
Remarks and comparison.
It is well-known that the derivation of constitutive equations is one common point between EIT and NET-IV. However, the differences originate in the form of entropy flux and the interpretation of coefficients. The framework of NET-IV is more phenomenological, proposes no direct connection among the relaxation times and the other transport coefficients. Nevertheless, EIT is compatible with NET-IV in the derivation method, and also compatible with kinetic theory concerning the formulation of coefficients through the relations (10) . It decreases the number of free parameters significantly, from 8 to 2. The first, successful evaluation of rarefied gas experiments is related to Arima et al. [45, 47] . They used the framework of RET which could be equivalent with NET-IV and EIT under certain conditions [20] . The corresponding linearized, onedimensional equations are
with R being the gas constant and c * v is the dimensionless specific heat: c * v = c v /R. In this model, the transport coefficients are formulated in a different way than in the work of Lebon and Cloot, that is,
where all three relaxation times are included into different transport coefficients. Note that for monatomic ideal gases without internal degrees of freedom, c * v = 3/2, and as a consequence the coefficient η in (14), the bulk viscosity, is zero, also appearing in the work of Lebon and Cloot. Moreover, the derivation of these equations in RET is more complicated, requires a bi-hierarchy of balances but ensures Galilean invariance and thermodynamically compatible closure. For detailed discussion, the reader is invited to read [20] .
As previously shown, various theoretical approaches exist for the same problem. Actually, the structure of the constitutive equations is practically the same but they differ in their coefficients. On one hand, it restricts the validty (or the generality) of a model. On the other hand, it could ease or make more difficult the fitting procedure. In this sense, the most restricted model is EIT since this approach fixes almost all the coefficients by means of relations in (10) . The identification (10) from kinetic theory are incorporated. In fact, adopting of relations in (10) is not a thermodynamic result, but a complementary ansatz. In purely thermodynamic terms, all the coefficients in (10) should be fitted to experimental results. Since this would be too complicated, relations (10) are adopted. The RET model leaves one more parameter to be fit, and interprets the meaning of coefficients in a different way. The most general and hence the most difficult model to fit is NET-IV since there is no any direct connection to the kinetic theory and as such, all the parameters (# 7) are to be fit.
One last remark must be made about the scaling properties of the models. Using EIT and RET, the frequency -pressure ratio appears naturally by a priori assuming an interaction model, nevertheless, such scaling requires constant viscosities and thermal conductivity (namely, independent of ρ, but not on T ), and 1/ρ dependence in the relaxation times and also in the coupling parameters. In NET-IV, that question can be answered from a different point of view. If such a scaling is required then it restricts the density dependence of coupling coefficients and of the relaxation times in the same way (∼ 1/ρ). Naturally, constant transport coefficients are also required. However, as NET-IV keeps the modeling on a more general level, it allows to implement the density dependence of any parameter, even for the viscosities [21] .
Rarefied gas experiments
In this section, the experiments performed by Meyer and Sessler [12] are investigated. These are similar to the earlier measurements, conducted by Rhodes [13] and Greenspan [15] . In these cases, the change in speed of sound has been measured in Argon gas with respect to the frequency-pressure ratio (f /p), at 20 • C. There are two reasons why this particular experiment is chosen:
• there is an available evaluation using EIT [1] ,
• the ratio of f /p is especially high. The latter one means that a wide interval is covered, from 10 7 to 10 11 Hz/atm. It points completely beyond the measurement of Rhodes where the maximum was around 10 7 Hz/atm. One recent evaluation for Rhodes' measurements [21] shows that in some cases, the frequency is given together with the temperature, hence the pressure (and the mass density, accordingly) can be calculated. In Rhodes' experiment, the pressure covers the range of 2 − 100 kPa. In the experiment of Meyer and Sessler, it is 0.2 − 10000 Pa (f = 100 kHz). Since the pressure is varied within several orders of magnitude, the change in the transport coefficients could be important. It is experimentally shown that the viscosity tends to zero when the pressure is decreased and tends to zero [49] [50] [51] for normal Hydrogen and it is expected to be similarly valid for any other gas. It is contradictory with the prediction from kinetic theory which tells non-zero viscosity at zero density [52] . Predictions of usual kinetic theory are valid when particle-particle collisions dominate, but not in the low-density domain such that particle-particle collision becomes irrelevant as compared to particle-wall collisions. Moreover, the published zero-density limit viscosities are not measured 1 but calculated [55] [56] [57] [58] . Recalling the scaling properties of the theories, constant transport coefficients can be problematic in some region of interest; but serves as a requirement to obtain the f /p scaling. Despite, the present analysis is restricted to constant viscosities (independent of ρ) in order to keep the compatibility with the other approaches.
In Fig. 1 , the recorded experimental data are depicted [12] showing a significant change in speed of sound. Furthermore, it also shows the evaluations using the classical, the Burnett and super-Burnett equations and all of them fail to model the behavior on high f /p ratios. Fig. 2 shows various evaluations, the most interesting one is drawn by the thick continous line, using EIT equations (8), by Lebon and Cloot [1] . Here the f /p ratio is transformed to dimensionless frequency. Again, at high values, the theories under-or overpredict the phenomenon.
In contrast to the previous results, Fig. 3 shows a better fitting using the model of NET-IV (eq. (12)). Thanks to the more degrees of freedom, it is possible to model the high f /p behavior without any difficulty. However, it must be noted here that the density dependence of the classical transport coefficients is neglected which could be a significant source of errors in any models but here the higher number of free parameters can overcome this shortcoming.
Another aspect to be taken into consideration is that the relaxation times of rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom, related to Π s and τ s , are not expected to depend on density or pressure in the same form as the relaxation times related to the particle-particle collisions. This could make that in some range of pressure, in which the rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom are comparatively relevant, the density dependence of velocity in terms of f /p could be different from that predicted on the basis of translational degrees of freedom where τ d and τ q depend on ρ. 
Discussion
The basic differences between the frameworks of Extended Irreversible Thermodynamics and Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics with Internal Variables are presented and both are tested on the same experiment on ultrasound propagation in dilute gases, which serves as a benchmark to comparing and checking the validity of thermodynamic theories. In case of EIT, relations (10) for coefficients are taken from kinetic theory. This is a simplifying ansatz which does not strictly follows from thermodynamics but from compatibility of second-order kinetic theory. There are only two parameters to fit (τ d and λ 3 in (8)), which is much easier than using NET-IV; nevertheless the outcome is less precise and less general. For certain f /p region EIT seems to be an easier way to apply while its precision is enough. When a specific density dependence should be implemented, then the generality of NET-IV comes handy. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the fitted parameters for NET-IV. Indeed, taking only a few moments of the distribution function as variables -or, alternatively, a small number of fluxes -and neglecting the higher-order moment or higher-order fluxes has some subtle physical consequences [3, 63] . In particular, the relaxation times appearing in (10) must be replaced by the mentioned renormalized effective relaxation times, which may be smaller than the relaxation times of simple kinetic theory in a factor between 1/2 and 1/4, approximately. Thus, the comparison of kinetic theory and observations is not a simple task at high frequencies.
Keeping a phenomenological freedom may be useful and reasonable in this context. Table 3 compares some elementary aspects of these approaches. One of the outcome properties is the hyperbolicity property of the models. Applying EIT, the outcome can be influenced by assuming a proper entropy flux. In this paper, a parabolic system is presented that can be recognized by the Laplacian terms in the constitutive equations [59] . Moreover, there are other room temperature experiments, especially for heat conduction, where parabolic models performs significantly better [60] [61] [62] . Applying a current multiplier in the framework of NET-IV, always leads to parabolic models with richer structure than the corresponding models from RET. These parabolic equations can be simplified to hyperbolic ones which are in agreement with RET and leave the coefficients unconstrained. For instance, the coefficients α 2 and α 3 in the entropy flux (7) are zero, the equations become hyperbolic. This illustrates the relevance of the expression for the entropy flux in the form of equations.
As a benchmark, a particular experiment conducted by Meyer and Sessler [12] is investigated in detail. Lebon and Cloot [1] performed its evaluation and found a better description at the high f /p region than several other contemporary models. It is shown that NET-IV can improve the fitting on this domain, demonstrating that it covers the whole range without a seeming restriction. Such improvement could be due to accounting the spherical part of the viscous pressure tensor. Moreover, EIT and NET-IV share another common attribute: both are using phenomenological coefficients which offer higher level of generality. If needed, one may still assume a correspondance with the kinetic theory, but it is not a necessary requirement and does not influence the validity region of the approach. 
